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Abstract—As the economy expands, so does the quantity
of production and sales in a firm; as a result, a substantial
number of business meetings are conducted day-to-day to make
crucial choices. The importance of business meetings cannot be
overstated. It enables you to maintain track of the organization’s
processes and operations to achieve the organization’s goals and
objectives. The business meeting findings must be kept up to date
by a large number of individuals. Conventionally, people had to
read long meeting reports or talk to meeting attendees to get
the gist of the meeting. This summarization tool helps the user
to gain the information shared in a meeting with just one click.
It can be used in various domains like education, healthcare,
business, etc. Existing summarization systems are limited to only
the English language. This work demonstrates summarizing a
business meeting held in regional or professional languages with
the help of a machine learning model. The summarization is done
using the abstractive method wherein words are allocated based
on their frequency of occurrence in the text file. The machine
learning model is connected to the NodeJS server application with
the help of a python connecter. To overcome the current barriers,
this system takes audio input of Hindi or English language from
the user end, summarizes it using ML techniques which improve
overall accuracy and provide the output in any desired language.

Index Terms—Meeting summarization, Natural language pro-
cessing, Abstractive summarization, Audio summarization, Arti-
ficial intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Meetings are a common tool for all types of cooperation,
whether small or large. People spend hours each day in meet-
ings, which increases the risk of missing essential information.
Taking the meeting’s updates is a time-consuming chore if
someone misses it. The key to overcoming this difficulty is
summarization. The summarization model is designed to turn
long audio or text into a summarized version. The generated
summary will condense the meeting’s main points and assist
users in catching up quickly.

The majority of existing work in the summarizing system’s
history is focused solely on text summarization. For the
programmer, the audio summary has always been a critical
task. For generating the summary of the audio, there occurs
problem with the precision of the input audio. Even if the
audio is synthesized, the output file will be in text format.
There’s a chance of losing out on some key information from
the original audio because of the uncertainty with an accent.
The recommended summarization system generates a meeting
summary by obtaining the meeting recording from the user

via a Client application developed in vanilla javaScript. The
audio is recorded using speech recognition library. The input
audio, which can be in any language, is summarized using a
Machine Learning model that employs the seq2seq technique.
The user receives both a text and an audio version of the
created summary. The output can be downloaded on the client
end application for future use. The summarization system
process has been demonstrated in Fig. 1.

The proposed research work contains the related existing
research work and background knowledge on summarization
in section II. Section III contains the data collection methods.
The proposed model and its comparison with other summa-
rization models are done in section IV. The implementation
procedure of the proposed system is illustrated in section V.
Section VI shows the experimental input and output setup of
the work. The results obtained from the proposed system are
explained in section VII. The possibilities of error occurrence
are analyzed in section VIII. There are a few limitations of
the summarization system which are stated in section IX.
Conclusion and future work is explained in section X. Section
XII contains the glossary of the abbreviations used in the
paper. The final section XIII contains the details of the papers
referenced in this proposed work.

Fig. 1. summarization System



II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
KNOWLEDGE

A. TEXT SUMMARIZATION

1) Abstractive summarization: The author Piotr Janaskiew
et. al. [1] have proposed an abstractive method that learns an
internal language representation to generate more human-like
summaries in form of a comic book and provides output as
text document only.

The author Deepa Anand et. al. [2] have used two major
steps – First, Generation of good quality labeled data by
exploiting the summary presented in the headnotes Section.
Second, Utilizing such labeled data to extract the impor-
tant sentences to be included in the summary. Driven semi-
supervised approach to extractive legal document summariza-
tion using various neural network architectures.

2) Extractive Summarization: The author J.N.Madhuri et.
al. [3] have used Automatic text summarization where the
model extracts important sentences from the given data.

The author The Shi-Yan Weng et. al. [4] Presented an
effective BERT-based neural summarization framework for
spoken document summarization. BERT-pre trained models
are very compute-intensive at interference time. If you want
to use it in production at scale, it can become costly.

3) Audio Summarization: Carlos-Emiliano et. al. [5] have
suggested an audio summarizing technique based on audio
features, with the premise that mapping the informativeness
from a pre-trained model using only audio characteristics may
aid in selecting the most relevant segments for the summary.

Avneesh vartkavi et. al. [6] have used Information systems;
Computing techniques; Cross-validation; Applied computing;
Sound and music computing have all been employed.The
model’s smaller size may limit its ability to generalise to new
data.

The proposed study attempts to overcome the shortcomings
of previous work. The user will receive both text and audio
output from this work. This work employs seq2seq modelling
to address difficult linguistic issues. The extractive technique is
less effective than the Abstractive method because it does not
correspond to how humans summarise meetings. As a result,
the suggested study uses an abstractive summarization method.

III. DATA COLLECTION

A. TEXT INPUT

As shown in Fig. 2, the user can directly provide text
document of the business transcript to the system. This input is
further sent to the back-end of the node application. Using ML
model, the input text document is further processed. The text
input can be in any regional language but in proposed work
to be specific the language is Hindi. This input is translated
in English before sending for further processing.

B. AUDIO INPUT

Audio input which is the prime of proposed work, this audio
input has also two types either the user can record at the

moment and proceed to summary or they can also use pre-
recorded audio which can be any business meeting or podcast
or any long audio. The input is taken using a client side
interface which is a web application. In the summary section
of the application, the user will have three options to provide
the input to the summarize system. The user can either provide
audio input to the system. The audio can be in English or can
be in regional language like Hindi. If the audio is in English,
it is converted to text document and provided as input to the
system. If the audio is in Hindi, then first it is translated to
English then it is converted to text and is provided as input.
The user will have an option to start recording the meeting
audio from the web application. The application uses Speech-
to-Text Library to convert speech to text. This documented
text is sent to the ML model for processing.

Fig. 2. Input Data from User

IV. MODEL FRAMEWORK

A. PROPOSED MODEL

There are two types of Text summarization:
1)Extractive: In this method, the trained model will extract

important words/phrases from input to generate a summary.
2)Abstractive: In this method, the trained model will use its

words to generate a summary. This method is far more in line
with how humans summarize.

Hence system is going to use the Abstractive summarization
method. In summarization,The input is a big list of words,
and the output is a concise summary. So there is Many-
to-Many problems at hand. So the system is going to use
Seq2Seq architecture for building and training model. So,
this can be modelled as a Many-to-Many Seq2Seq problem
using the proposed system. seq2seq model is a special class
of Recurrent neural network architectures that is typically used
to solve complex language problems like Machine Translation,
Text summarization.etc. There are two major components of
seq2seq model: 1) Encoder 2) Decoder.

1)Encoder: An Encoder is a Long Short Term Memory
model (LSTM) that reads the full input sequence, feeding one
word into the encoder at each time step.

2)Decoder: The decoder is also an LSTM network which
word-by-word analyses the whole target sequence and predicts
the same sequence offset by one time step. Given the previous
word, the decoder is trained to anticipate the next word in the
sequence.

In the text summarization model, the suggested system has
also used the Attention mechanism. The attention mechanism



aids the model in determining how much attention each word
in the input sequence requires. We can raise the relevance of
certain parts of the source sequence that result in the target
sequence instead of looking at all of the words in the source
sequence. The attention mechanism is based on this concept.

B. COMPARISON MODEL

There are various models for text summarization:
1)Text Rank: Text Rank is a graph-based ranking model for

text processing, based on Google’s Page Rank algorithm, that
finds the most relevant sentences in a text. Text Rank is very
easy to use because it’s unsupervised. The prediction will have
most of the information mentioned in the original summary,
as expected from an Extractive algorithm.

2)Seq2Seq Sequence-to-Sequence models are neural net-
works that take a sequence from a specific domain as the
input and output a new sequence in another domain. Hence
seq2seq is preferred over other 2 models because, the model
understands the context and the key information. If you have
a powerful machine, you can add more data and increase
performance.

3)Bart Facebook’s BART (Bidirectional Auto-Regressive
Transformer) uses a standard Seq2Seq bidirectional encoder
(like BERT) and a left-to-right auto-regressive decoder (like
GPT). In this case, the prediction will be short but effective.

Depending on how the attended context vector is derived,
there are two types of attention mechanisms:

1) Global Attention: In this mechanism, all of the source
positions are given equal attention. To put it another way, all
of the encoder’s concealed states are taken into account while
calculating the attended context vector. The system employs a
global attention mechanism because all inputs are given equal
weight.

2) Local Attention: The focus of local attention is on a small
number of source positions. The attended context vector is
derived from only a few hidden states of the encoder.

V. METHODOLOGY

A. CLIENT APPLICATION

The client application is a web application which is built
on vanilla JavaScript. The system has used HTML, CSS and
Javascript to build client client web pages.

1) Bootstrap: For better User Interface, proposed system is
using CSS framework Bootstrap. Bootstrap is an open-source
CSS framework aimed at responsive, mobile-first front-end
web development.

2) EJS: Proposed system is using EJS to fetch back-end
data to the client side. EJS is a basic templating language that
allows you to produce HTML markup using plain JavaScript.
There is no dogma about how things should be organised.
Iteration and control-flow do not need to be reinvented. It’s
simply ordinary JavaScript. EJS is basically to run javascript
on front-end by embedding it in HTML so that we don’t have
to write external JavaScript.

Fig. 3. System Flowchart

3) SpeechRecognition: The user has an option to record
the speech directly from the browser. This speech has to be
converted to text before inputting the data to the summarize
system. For conversion of speech to text system is using a
SpeechRecognition google library. This library is being used
on the client side. It continuously listens to the audio input
and save its text version into a variable. This is then saved to
a text file which is provided as a input to the system.

B. SERVER APPLICATION

1) Backend Framework: The backend server is built using
nodejs and expressjs. Node.js is an open source server envi-
ronment. Node.js allows us to run JavaScript on the server.
So as the system is using JavaScript on the client side, it
is convenient to use javascript on the server side as well.
Hence, we have used expressjs which is a framework of
nodejs. It provides many built-in sets of functions. It is used
for designing and building web applications easily and quickly.



2) Translation: After the input is received from the client
side, if the input is in any regional language like Hindi, it
has to be translated to English and then converted into a text
document. For this translation, we are using Google Cloud
Translation API. This Translation API uses Google’s neural
machine translation technology to instantly translate texts into
more than one hundred languages. The translation is saved into
a text file and which sent to the model for further processing.

C. SUMMARIZER

1) STEP 1: Imported required libraries: Pandas, sklearn,
numpy,nltk these are some of the important libraries are used
in System.

2) STEP 2: Reading and Cleaning data: Proposed system
is using news summary dataset to train model. After reading
dataset dataset is cleaned, this process is called as prepossess-
ing. Different steps involved in prepossessing are:

• Converting everything to lowercase.
• Removing HTML tags.
• Contraction Mapping.
• Removing short words.
• Removing stop words.
• Removing Punctuation marks and special character.
• Removing any text inside parenthesis.
• Remove ’s.

3) STEP 3: Creating Tokenizer: The vocabulary is built by
a tokenizer, which converts a word sequence to an integer
sequence.

4) STEP 4: Model building: Model is built using a 3
stacked LSTM for the encoder. By monitoring a user-specified
statistic, the early stopping approach is utilised to cease train-
ing the neural network at the appropriate time. The validation
loss has been tracked by the system (val-loss). When the
validation loss grows, the model will stop training.

Fig. 4. Loss Vs Epochs

5) STEP 5: Prediction: System sets up the inference for
the encoder and decoder to get appropriate predictions.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. DATASET

In the suggested system, news summary dataset from Kag-
gle is used. It has 50 thousand news samples. Dataset has
3 columns. viz, headline and text(news) as shown in fig 5.
In distribution of dataset we can observe that,maximum text
length is between 40-80 and word count is approximately
1200. And maximum headline length is between 20-25 and
word count is approximately 1200 as shown in fig. 6

Fig. 5. Dataset Structure

Distribution of the sequence in dataset is as follows:

Fig. 6. Distribution of the sequence

B. INPUT

Input can be in the frontend side of the work. When user
visit the website, First of all he needs to select the language,
then he can record the audio by long pressing the record
button. User can also upload the prerecorded file by clicking
on upload file button.

C. OUTPUT

When user submit the input file, It will redirect to new
web page where he will find download button to download
the audio summary. There will be a button to listen audio
summary on website itself.



VII. RESULTS DISCUSSIONS

The client-side application is created responsively using
vanilla JavaScript. The CSS framework bootstrap is used for
styling web pages.EJS and connected back-end are used on the
client-side for sending the summary of the Input. The speech
input is converted to a text document with good accuracy. The
Hindi language audio is translated into English using Google
cloud translation API which is then sent for summarization to
the model. As shown in Fig. 7, the User observes a web page
for downloading or listening to the summary after submitting
Input.

Fig. 7. User Output

The input text file is summarized by following the steps
like pre-processing, tokenization, model training and building.
Abstractive summarization is used in the model. Because it
does not simply copy key phrases from the source text but also
potentially come up with new phrases that are relevant, which
can be seen as paraphrasing. Hence, output summary is nearly
similar to the exact interpretation of the meeting discussion.

Initially, the model is trained with 20k samples and param-
eters are observed as shown in Table 1. To obtain meaningful
summary, the model is trained again with 30K and 50K
samples and better results are observed as shown in Table
1.

Table 1. Model data

No. of samples 20K 30K 50K
Percentage of Rare Words 60 58 57

Size of Vocabulary 14587 17834 22463
Training Samples 18894 27893 44993

Validating Samples 2100 3100 5000

As shown in Fig.8, Early stopping occurs at the 25th
epoch,28th epoch, and 48th epoch for 20K, 30K, and 50K sam-
ples, respectively. Hence, with increasing number of samples,
the model overfitting probability also reduces as the model
gets exposed to more vocabulary leading to meaningful output
summary, as shown in Fig.9.

Fig. 8. Model comparison

Fig. 9. Vocabulary size vs Samples

The user can get the text summary in whichever language
he or she wants. This output is available in two formats: audio
and text. Fig. 10 depicts the Trained summarization model’s
expected summary.

Fig. 10. Predicted Summary

VIII. ERROR ANALYSIS
There are few reasons which might affect the summary

output obtained by providing the input audio file.

A. APIs CONNECTION

The suggested work uses GTTs library for recognising the
speech audio and translating it to text and and cloud translation
API to translate Hindi audio to English. These are Cloud
libraries, if the internet connection is not stable, the GTTs
library may not be able to read and record the audio.



B. AUDIO INPUT DISCREPANCY

If the words aren’t spoken correctly, the translation from
audio to text will not be done efficiently. For Hindi to English
audio translation, if the Hindi words are not known by the
cloud translation library, it might not translate the audio
properly.

C. OTHER LANGUAGES USED

If the languages which are used in the business meetings
are any other than English or Hindi, the summarization system
will not be able to translate the language and convert it to text
document to input the file to the system. So the languages
used in the meeting should be strictly English or Hindi.

IX. LIMITATIONS

A. BROWSER LIMITATIONS

The current system architecture includes Google cloud
libraries which are GTTS for Speech to text conversion and
Google Cloud Translation API for translating Hindi audio to
English. These libraries for recognising the speech works only
on Chrome browser, it does not work on any other browsers
like firefox or edge, etc.

B. LANGUAGE LIMITATIONS

The proposed work is to summarize regional language as
well. Currently the system is only summarising in Hindi and
English language. If any other languages like Marathi, Gujarati
are used in the meeting, the system will not recognise the
language and will cause discrepancy in the summarization.

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The purpose of this work is to provide highly accurate
audio summary by analyzing the content of the input file.
It has been proved that audio summarization can produce a
more structured and diverse summary, spanning from trends
to topics. The APIs and libraries used throughout collectively
help in obtaining the high end output

As there are daily new research and development in tech-
nologies. So, in future we can expect betterment in above
work, such as by allowing the user to choose the length of
text summary and duration of audio summary. With that, an
improved training model with a larger number of samples than
the previous study for developing huge vocabularies which
will effectively improve the performance of the system. The
proposed work only uses Hindi regional language; however,
many more regional languages can be included in further
update.

XI. GLOSSARY

Acronym Reference Abbreviation
JS JavaScript

ML Machine Learning
EJS Embedded JavaScript
NLP Natural Language Processing
CSS Cascaded Style Sheet
UI User Interface

RNN Recurrent Neural Network
GRU Gated Recurrent Neural Network

LSTM Long Short Term Memory
GUI Graphical User Interface
API Application programming interface

Seq2Seq Sequence to Sequence
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